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Removable glass

Finish the mounting, please do some cleaning, then you
can enjoy the shower;thanks for using our products.

Pulley and track installation(c)

Handle Waterproof PVC strap

Pulley installation order ( A);
the mounted pulley (B).

Sliding glass door

the track
section drawing

Pulley

Handle

waterproof PVC strap

Firstly, mount the pulleys on the sliding glass door, then insert it to the
top track, mount the pulleys on the blew of the sliding door, notice that
the pulley must be inserted into the track, then mount the handles;
mount waterproof PVC strap on the glass( same as the above drawing)
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Wall
plastic gasket

screw hole on
the profile

Plastic stuffing

Screw

Wall

plastic cap

Insert the glass into the "U" PVC strap , then insert it into the alum. profile
notch; Insert the short "U" PVC strap to the glass corner,then use "L"
shape fasten parts and screws(M4x16) fix the other end of the glass

Alum.Track

"L" shape fasten part

Screw

"U" shape PVC strap

Glass

Thanks for choosing our products , we'll provide best
service for you . Please carefully read the manual before
mounting.

The shower room structure and mounting place Page 2

Installation of shower tray and profile Page 3
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Installation of sliding glass door Page 5
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Put the alum.profile on the shower tray,close to the corner of wall,make
marks on the wall, the use the screws(M4X26) to fix it to the wall; use
the plastic cap cover the screw top. details please refer to the above
drawing.
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Top alum.track

Alum.Profile

Sliding glass door

Handle

Shower tray

Drainer

Bottom track

Fixed glass door

COMPLETE STRUCTURE

PLACE CHOOSING FOR MOUNTING

Take water

Bracket

Bracket bolt

Level measure

Glue

Check the drainer if tight, if not tight, please put some glue and make it
tight ,adjust the legs and make the tray in level.

plastic corner

Track

Top track

Profile

Blew track

Track

Screw

Profile

Firstly connect the tracks by plastic corner,make then tight by screws
(MX10),Use the screws to connect the profile and the tracks tightly ,
same as the above drawing.


